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Bonus - Terms and Conditions

1. Introduction

1.1 These Terms and Conditions govern the provision of credit and bonus offerings
(hereinafter referred to as "Bonus") by MAIV Limited (trade name : Rock-West) , a Company
incorporated and registered under the laws of Seychelles with Company number 8425341-1
The Company is licensed and regulated as a securities dealer by the Financial Services
Authority under license number SD044. By participating in the Bonus program, clients agree
to adhere to these Terms and Conditions.

2. Eligibility

2.1 To be eligible for this Promotion, the Client should first activate their account with
Rock-West. The Client should complete the steps required for the account opening process
including the required Know-Your-Client ‘KYC. By requesting to participate in this Promotion
the Client is considered to have expressly agreed to be bound by these Terms & Conditions,
and has carefully read and fully understood the entire text of the Client Agreement and the
other Legal Documents which they fully accept and agree with. The bonus is only available
for Clients using the ‘Standard Account’ type.

2.2.The bonus will be available to ‘Activate from within the client area’s ‘All bonuses’ section.
The bonus will be available for up to 7 days following the deposit, if the bonus is not
activated within 7 days of making the deposit the bonus will expire. Once activated, the
bonus will remain in the Client’s Trading Account for up to 90 calendar days from the
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date it was activated. After 90 days, the bonus will be removed automatically. This can have
an impact on the margin level and can affect trading positions currently open.

2.3.The minimum deposit for a 100% bonus is USD 100. The maximum cumulative bonus a
client can receive is USD 10,000.

3. Utilization of Bonus

3.1.At any given time, if the trading account equity is less than the deposit bonus, the
Company will remove all available deposit bonuses from the client’s account and any open
positions relying on the equity amount for margin will be closed out. Once the required
number of Lots are generated by the trader the bonus amount will move from credit to
balance and will be immediately withdrawable. The bonus terms are displayed in the ‘My
Bonus Section’ in the client area. The ‘terms of receipt’ indicates the target Lots to be traded
in order to receive the bonus in full. The ‘fulfillment of terms’ indicates how many lots traded
and counted so far.

3.2.The definition for 1 Lot in this case is per round trip, e.g. if the trader opens a 1 LOT
trade and then the trader closes the same trade then the total lots counted will be 1 Lots,
Lots are only eligible if the underlying instrument traded is on FX, Metals, Indices, and
commodities, Crypto Lots traded are excluded

4. Withdrawal Conditions

4.1 In the event of a withdrawal request being executed before the fulfillment of the required
terms, a new bonus is calculated for the account using the new real equity. If the newly
calculated bonus is less than the account's current bonus, an adjustment is applied which is
equal to the difference. Trading volumes on CFDs on Cryptocurrencies are excluded from
generating withdrawable rebates.

4.2 The client may select to withdraw the available balance (either partially or fully) from their
trading account at any given time and/or request to transfer the funds between their
accounts with the Company. After the execution of the withdrawal request, a new bonus is
calculated for the account using the new real equity. If the newly calculated bonus is less
than the account's current bonus, an adjustment is applied which is equal to the difference

5.Modification and Termination

5.1 The Client acknowledges that upon their participation in this Promotion, they will not be
allowed to participate and/or register for the same or any other Promotion. If the Company
suspects that a client has abused the rules of this Promotion and/or has been identified to
have engaged in abusive trading behavior in any way, then the Company reserves the right
at any time and at its sole discretion to immediately exclude the client from the Promotion
and take additional actions depending on the abuse.
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5.2 The Company will be entitled to (list not exhaustive):

a) to deny, withhold or withdraw from that client the rebate bonus and any profits generated
from the rebate bonus usage;

b) to terminate the business relationship with the client and/or ;

c) offset any resulting losses. For the purpose of this clause, abusive behavior is considered,
but not limited to (list not exhaustive);

The opening of multiple accounts to claim multiple rebate bonuses Trading activities that can
be counted as fraud, manipulation or attempts to garner risk-free profits by making use of the
rebate bonus such as churning (opening and closing trades with less than 1-minute time
duration) Hedging his/her positions internally or externally to gain the bonus amount;

d) Failure by the client to meet certain requests by the Company related to the Promotion.

6.Deposit bonus allowance

6.1 Step 1: The client shall make a deposit into the trading account they maintain with the
Company. If eligible, the Client will be notified that they can subscribe for the bonus
promotion;

Step 2: The client shall subscribe to the Promotion on their online portal and shall get their
deposit bonus on the selected trading account;

Step 3: The deposit bonus will be amounted to up to 100% of the client’s deposits. The
maximum deposit bonus to be offered by the Company per client is set at USD 10,000.

7. Example of deposit/withdrawal bonus allowance

7.1 Deposited amount: USD 2,500 Deposit bonus: (Deposited amount * 100%) = USD 2,500.

Example below:

Bonus Promotion 100% Current Equity: USD 4,500 Current Bonus: USD 2,500 Withdrawal
request of USD 1,000 => New equity = USD 3,500 New real equity = New equity – Current
Bonus = 3,500 – 2,500 = USD 1,000 New Bonus = 1,000 * (100%) = USD 1,000 If New
Bonus < Current Bonus Then Credit adjustment is applied = Current Bonus – New Bonus =
2,500 – 1,000 = USD 1,500 Equity Now = New equity – Credit adjustment = 3,500 – 1,500 =
USD 2,000
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8. Limitation of Liability

8.1 The Company shall not be liable for any losses or damages incurred by clients arising
from participation in the Credit/Bonus program, except in cases of gross negligence or willful
misconduct.

9. Contact Information

9.1 For inquiries or assistance regarding the Bonus program, please direct your questions to
info@rock-west.com.


